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Abstract 

This study introduces a novel approach utilizing a Convolutional Neural Network-Long Short-

Term Memory (CNN-LSTM) hybrid model for the analysis of food additives, aimed at 

predicting their safety and regulatory compliance. The proposed model leverages the strength 

of CNNs in extracting visual features from chemical structures and microscopic images of 

additives, coupled with the ability of LSTMs to process and analyze sequential data from 

regulatory documents and scientific literature. This comprehensive framework facilitates an in-

depth understanding of the multifaceted data surrounding food additives, thereby enabling 

precise predictions regarding their safety profiles and regulatory classifications. By training the 

model on a diverse dataset encompassing images of food additives and extensive textual 

information regarding their properties, uses, and health impacts, the study demonstrates the 

model's efficacy in identifying potential hazards and compliance with global safety standards. 

This predictive capability is crucial for manufacturers, regulators, and health professionals, 

offering a proactive tool for assessing the safety of food additives before they reach the market. 

The research highlights the potential of deep learning in revolutionizing food safety 

assessments, presenting a significant advancement in public health protection. 

Keywords: Food Additives, Safety Prediction, Regulatory Compliance, CNN-LSTM Hybrid 

Model, Deep Learning, Food Safety. 

1. Introduction 

The escalating complexity of food additives and their implications on health and regulatory 

compliance necessitate advanced analytical methods for ensuring safety. Traditional 

approaches often fall short in addressing the multifaceted nature of food additive analysis, 

which involves intricate chemical structures and extensive regulatory documentation. To bridge 

this gap, this study proposes a novel Convolutional Neural Network-Long Short-Term Memory 

(CNN-LSTM) hybrid model designed to leverage the strengths of both CNN and LSTM 
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architectures for a comprehensive analysis of food additives. The methodology begins with the 

CNN component extracting features from visual data, such as images of food additives and 

their chemical compositions. This process allows for the identification of visual patterns and 

characteristics crucial for preliminary safety assessments. Subsequently, the LSTM part 

processes sequential data, including textual information from scientific studies and regulatory 

documents, to understand the context and implications of the identified features in terms of 

safety and regulations. This dual-phase approach ensures a thorough analysis by integrating 

visual and textual analysis, providing a holistic assessment of food additives' safety and 

compliance with regulatory standards. 

2. Methodology 

The methodology of this study employs a Convolutional Neural Network-Long Short-Term 

Memory (CNN-LSTM) hybrid architecture to analyze food additives for predicting their safety 

and regulations. Initially, the process involves gathering a comprehensive dataset comprising 

both visual and textual data related to food additives. The visual data includes images of food 

additives, their chemical structures, while the textual data encompasses regulatory documents, 

safety guidelines, and scientific literature. This dataset undergoes preprocessing to ensure data 

quality and compatibility with the model. The CNN component of the hybrid model then 

analyzes the visual data to extract meaningful features such as shapes, textures, and patterns 

inherent to the chemical structures of the additives. This feature extraction phase is critical for 

identifying potential hazards and understanding the physical properties of the substances. 

Concurrently, the LSTM component processes the sequential textual data, capturing the context 

and nuances within the regulatory and scientific narratives. This dual analysis allows the model 

to grasp the complexities of food additive safety and regulatory standards comprehensively. By 

integrating the insights gained from both visual and textual analyses, the model predicts the 

safety and regulatory compliance of food additives, offering a robust tool for stakeholders in 

the food industry to ensure consumer safety and adherence to global standards. The proposed 

architecture is depicted in figure 1. 
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Fig 1: Proposed architecture 

2.1 Proposed Approach Overview 
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In the context of food additives analysis for predicting safety and regulations, the CNN-LSTM 

framework represents a groundbreaking approach that synergizes the capabilities of 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTMs) units to 

process and analyze complex datasets. The CNN component excels in handling visual data, 

making it particularly adept at interpreting images of food additives and their chemical 

structures. By automatically detecting and extracting critical features such as molecular 

patterns and shapes, the CNN provides a nuanced understanding of the physical attributes of 

additives, which are indicative of their safety profiles. Following this, the LSTM part of the 

model comes into play, specializing in the analysis of sequential data. This is crucial for parsing 

through extensive textual information, including regulatory guidelines, safety assessments, and 

scientific literature related to food additives. The LSTM's ability to remember long-term 

dependencies allows for a comprehensive understanding of the context and implications of the 

extracted features in terms of regulatory compliance and safety standards. By integrating the 

strengths of both CNN for feature extraction from visual inputs and LSTM for sequential data 

analysis, the CNN-LSTM framework offers a holistic view of food additives. This integrated 

analysis facilitates accurate predictions regarding the safety and regulatory status of food 

additives, thus providing a valuable tool for ensuring public health safety and regulatory 

adherence in the food industry. This innovative approach leverages deep learning to navigate 

the complexities of food safety and regulations, enabling stakeholders to make informed 

decisions based on comprehensive data analysis. The clear description of the proposed CNN-

LSTM is given under the study [4] [5] [6] and [7]. 

3. Results and Analysis 

3.1 Simulation Setup 

Based on the FOOD 101 dataset we proceed the evaluation for the proposed method. 

3.2 Evaluation Criteria 

Based on the provided values for accuracy and F1-Score across various food items ('Dairy', 

'Grains', 'Fruits', 'Vegetables', 'Meats', 'Sweets'), the proposed CNN-LSTM model demonstrates 

strong efficacy in predicting the safety and regulations of food additives. The accuracy scores 

range from 85% to 95%, indicating a high level of precision in the model's predictions across 

different food categories. Specifically, the model excels in analyzing 'Fruits', achieving the 

highest accuracy of 95% and an F1-Score of 0.96. This suggests that the model is particularly 

adept at identifying and assessing the safety and regulatory compliance of additives used in 
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fruit products, which may have distinct, easily recognizable features or a well-documented 

regulatory framework. The F1-Scores, which consider both precision and recall, are similarly 

high, ranging from 0.86 to 0.96. High F1-Scores across all categories, especially in 'Fruits', 

'Vegetables', and 'Dairy', underscore the model's balanced performance in not only correctly 

identifying safe and compliant additives but also minimizing false positives and negatives. This 

balance is crucial for practical applications, ensuring that the model provides reliable guidance 

for food safety assessments. However, the model shows relatively lower performance in 

analyzing 'Sweets', with the lowest accuracy and F1-Score of 85% and 0.86, respectively. This 

could be attributed to the complex nature of additives in sweet products, which may include a 

wide range of chemicals with varying safety profiles and regulatory statuses. It suggests that 

while the model performs well overall, there may be room for improvement in categories with 

more complex additive compositions or less standardized regulatory guidelines. Overall, the 

proposed CNN-LSTM model's efficacy in predicting the safety and regulations of food 

additives is impressive, demonstrating its potential as a valuable tool for stakeholders in the 

food industry. The results indicate a strong foundation for further refinement and application, 

with particular attention to improving its capabilities in more challenging food categories like 

'Sweets'. 

 

Fig 2: Performance Evaluation in terms of Accuracy and F1-Score 

 

4. Conclusion 
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The study's investigation into the efficacy of a CNN-LSTM hybrid model for the analysis of 

food additives and the prediction of their safety and regulatory compliance concludes with 

promising results. The model demonstrated high accuracy and F1-Scores across a diverse range 

of food items, highlighting its potential as a robust tool for stakeholders in the food industry, 

including manufacturers, regulatory bodies, and health professionals. Particularly noteworthy 

is the model's exceptional performance in analyzing additives in fruits, where it achieved the 

highest accuracy and F1-Score, suggesting an adeptness at handling the distinct characteristics 

and well-documented regulations pertaining to this category. However, the relatively lower 

performance observed in the analysis of sweets underscores the complexity and challenge 

posed by food items with a wide variety of additives and less standardized regulatory 

frameworks. This insight points to the need for further refinement of the model, especially in 

improving its predictive accuracy for food categories with complex additive compositions. The 

study underscores the transformative potential of applying deep learning techniques in the field 

of food safety, offering a pathway toward more accurate, efficient, and comprehensive 

assessments of food additive safety and compliance. As the model continues to evolve, it holds 

the promise of significantly enhancing the food industry's ability to ensure the safety and 

regulatory adherence of products, ultimately contributing to the protection of public health. 
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